REQUEST TO PLACE MATERIAL ON RESERVE: ARTICLES & BOOK CHAPTERS

Complete one form for each title and attach article/chapter copies.

Instructor Information:

Name of Professor: _____________________________ Department: ________________

E-mail: _______________ Phone: _____________ Campus Address ________________

Course Information:

Course Name: _________________________________ Course Number ________________

Semester/Year: ___________________ # Students in Class ________________

Item Information:

Article ___ Chapter ___ Other (please specify) ____________ Reserve Start Date: ______

Articles Only: Volume#: _____ Issue#: _____ Chapters Only: Book Author: _____________

Journal/Book Title: __________________________________________________________________

Article/Chapter Title: __________________________________________________________________

Article/Chapter Author: __________________________________________________________________

Publication Date: _______ Page Numbers: _______ ISBN/ISSN*: __________________

*Items cannot be processed without the complete ISBN for book chapters or ISSN for journal articles. Without this unique identifier, we cannot determine who the rightsholder is, as many books have more than one edition and often there are two journals with the same exact or very similar titles.

Articles and book chapters will be placed on electronic reserve whenever possible. Article and book chapters that are made available in hard copy will be placed on a two-hour, in-library use only reserve status.

General copyright guidelines for items to be placed on reserve:

- Most publishers' solution manuals may be placed on reserve without copyright permission.
- Notes, homework, guides, etc. written by professors may be placed on reserve without copyright permission.
- Items borrowed from other libraries may not be placed on course reserve.
- Samples of papers written by students may be placed on reserve after students sign a permission form.
  http://www.salisbury.edu/library/reserves/docs/studentcopyrightpermission.pdf
- If materials are to be used for more than one semester or otherwise do not fall within the “Fair Use" copyright guidelines for educational purposes, the library will initiate the process of trying to secure copyright clearance from the copyright owner(s). Securing such clearance may not always be possible.

Library Use Only:

Date Received: _____________________________ Accepted By: __________________________